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STEPHEN

J.

MCGARRY*

Pathfinder for Doing Business Abroad
An expanding company must eventually confront international markets. I The confrontation may be traumatic. Intense preparation may lead
to few sales. The company may be exposed not only to substantial marketing risks but to legal, tax, and fiscal risks when company activities are
formulated around an insufficient understanding of local laws and regulations. 2 One "minor" law may undo years of goodwill and profits. Just
as there are always many paths one can take, there are myriad methods
of entering the international market. The purpose of this article is to
review, compare, and analyze (from a legal perspective) the principles of
entering new markets, to establish a path so that the company does not
find itself wandering aimlessly in the wrong direction.
3
The purpose shall be accomplished by (1) illustrating the possible forms
of entering the international market, (2) outlining some of the possible
barriers to profitability, (3) establishing the parameters that a company
"going international" needs to accept as givens in particular countries,
*Attorney at Law, Houston, Texas.
I. The growth rate of foreign trade and investment is almost inconceivable. The parameters of international trade and commerce may be more fully appreciated by simply skimming
the United Nations yearbooks on international trade statistics.
2. There is a "fluidity" in the laws of many developing countries where there is no exact
means to determine what the law is. For example, the tax system "may be so vague and
confused that advance estimation is made extremely difficult." Coerper, Reverdin & Smit,
Foreign Law Aspects of Direct Investment Abroad, in A LAWYER'S GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS [hereinafter LAWYER'S GUIDE 1963] 183, 207 (W. Surrey & C. Shaw eds. 1963).
3. Forms of business include: Agent (Representative, Agent, Mandataire), see infra notes
60-68 and accompanying text; Corporation (Socidtd Anonyme, Sociedad Anomima), see
infra notes 129-36 and accompanying text; Limited Liability Company (Socidt6 2kResponsabilitd Limitd, Sociedad de Responsibilidad Limitada, Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung), see id.; Partnership (Soci46td en Nom Collective, Sociedad Collectiva, Offene
Handelgesellschaft), see id.; Joint Ventures, see infra notes 92-94 and accompanying text.
The form of a business or undertaking is generally determinative of tax liabilities. Ross &
Guttentag, United States Taxation of International Business Transactions, in LAWYER'S
GUIDE 1963, supra note 2, at 721.
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and (4) citing available resources useful in determining and defining the
legal framework in which the transaction will take place.
This article concentrates on the foreign forms of business in light of
substantive laws 4 as distinguished from those encountered in the United
States. 5 Profitability may be reduced when businesses meet the hurdle of
the correct form of doing business, but fail to recognize the legal mores
of the foreign country. The intent is not to provide a comprehensive list
of forms of business or possible laws, but rather to increase sensitivity
to the fact that the variables in international transactions are of a different
magnitude and perspective than those involved in carrying on a domestic
business .6
I. Principles

When a business sells, leases, or manufactures goods in a foreign country, it must first determine the options, costs, markup, and the competition
in the country or region; yet market analysis may fail to consider fully
the cultural, legal, and political climate that may determine the ultimate

4. Substantive laws affecting business are import/export regulations, antitrust, exchange
control, employment law, tax law, environmental law, securities law, investment regulations,
commercial regulations. While the substantive law may be determinative of profitability, in
developing countries their application is not always clear. See generally LAWYER'S GUIDE
1963, supra note 2, at 183-84; Barringer, Legal Aspects of Foreign Investment in Developing
Countries, in IV A LAWYER'S GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS [hereinafter LAWYER'S GUIDE 1981] 372 (W. Surrey & D. Wallace eds. 1981).
5. There are numerous texts, articles and reports that comment on as well as analyze
particular aspects of doing business in various countries. Good bibliographic sources include:
Kavass, International Business Transactions: A Guide to Research Sources, 76 L. LIBR. J.
503 (1983); Murphy, A Guide to Foreign Law Sources Materials and Foreign Counsel, 19
INT'L LAW. 39 (1985); P. VICHNY, GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE LAW (1981).
Some important general reference materials, which are updated monthly or annually are:
FOREIGN TAX LAW Assoc., COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE WORLD (29 vols.); Bus. INT'L
CORP., INVESTING, LICENSING AND TRADING ABROAD (1986) [hereinafter ILT] (3 vols., 52
countries); INVESTMENT LAWS OF THE WORLD (Int'l Centre for Settlement of Investment
Disputes ed.) (10 volumes, over 61 countries); Tax Mgmt. (BNA) (63 updated books covering
individual countries or international tax issues); DIGEST OF COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE
WORLD (G. Kohlik & E. Rovelstad eds. 1966); PRICE WATERHOUSE [information guides on
selected countries] (75 Volumes). Regional reference materials for Africa: INT'L BUR. FISCAL
Doc., AFRICAN TAX SYSTEMS (2 vols.); for the Mideast: INT'L BUR. FISCAL DOC., COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE MIDEAST (2 vols.); for Europe: INT'L BUR. FISCAL Doc., TAXATION
OF COMPANIES IN EUROPE (4 vols.); DOING BUSINESS IN EUROPE (CCH) (2 vols.).
6. Although each country faces similar issues and problems and has similar needs, there
is generally no uniformity in how problems are resolved or needs met. Nevertheless, there
is increasing movement in the area of commercial law to at least create an air of uniformity.

See generally Berman & Kaufman, The Law of International Commercial Transactions (Lex
Mercatoria), 19 HARV. INT'L L.J. 221 (1978); Lagergren, The Uniform Law on Formation
of Contracts for International Sale of Goods, 1966 J. Bus. L. 22; Gal, The Commercial
Law of Nations and the Law of InternationalTrade, 6 CORNELL INT'L L.J. 55 (1972). For
a comparative review of origins of petroleum legislation, see Lucas, Doing Petroleum Business Abroad, 24th ANN. INST. ON OIL & GAS LAW AND TAXATION 295 (1973).
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costs and returns on investment and assets. 7 The businessman may be
drawn to large and potentially lucrative markets without recognizing the
risk. 8 Short-term returns can spell long-term disaster for the company.
The predominant issue is how to evaluate these intangibles. First, there
may be substantial disagreement as to the nature of local requirements.
The patterning of operations after others may result in some vital issue
being overlooked. 9 Following the leader does not reduce the risk, but it
assures that a mistake once made becomes prevalent. Second, advice must
be put into the proper frame of reference.10 There is always the inherent
problem of translating one company's particular legal, tax, and fiscal needs
for the experts. It is important that the simple details be elucidated, without
taking for granted that everyone appreciates the business subtleties of the
company. Third, there are language and cultural barriers. Issues
The process of making an investment requires painstaking analysis of the sociopolitical and economic climates of the prospective host country and also a clear
understanding of the legal, regulatory, and administrative regimes and the changes
that can be anticipated. Absent a thorough understanding of all of these factors, the
investor cannot anticipate and provide for the problems that are likely to arise.
Barringer, supra note 4, at 370. In countries that recognize the retroactive application of
the law, companies could find themselves with substantial liabilities arising from past activity.
See Lucas, supra note 6, at 332.
8. The graphs contained in InternationalFiscal Statistics (IMF 1986) illustrate the economic and indirectly the legal and political environment of a country. In addition, comprehensive evaluations are commercially available. For example, Bus. INT'L CORP., COUNTRY
ASSESSMENT SERVICE (1984) [hereinafter COUNTRY ASSESSMENT] provides comprehensive
analysis of the political, social and economic environment in fifty-seven countries. These
types of analyses are particularly useful in determining the socio-economic and political
environment.
9. Legal, tax or fiscal research based solely on comparisons of experiences lacks a high
degree of credibility. The persons comparing "notes" may be foreign, have little or no
experience in the country, base these discussions on hearsay, and not speak the local
language. There are many reasons why a particular business may operate in a certain manner
including (I) "grandfather" clauses in new legislation exempting some businesses, (2) local
tax or other incentive (see infra note 15), and (3) differences in structure (e.g., technical
service agreements, infra notes 38-42, direct sales, infra notes 42-55). Actual experiences
are important and should be documented and discussed with local experts.
10.
[Olpinions of local counsel as to the impact of the foreign tax laws may not justify
the same degree of reliance that a comparable opinion of United States tax counsel
justifies. Foreign tax legislation may also be considerably more volatile and unpredictable than United States tax laws. For example, such laws are often radically
changed in connection with changes in government. Even in the absence of change
stimulated by political upheaval, such laws are often in need of extensive revision
which may take place abruptly from time to time. Moreover, because the substantive
provisions of the tax laws are often in poor condition, administrative legislation
becomes prevalent as administrators attempt to plug the loopholes or gaps in the
substantive law. A good deal of the tax law of a foreign country may consist of the
way in which the tax administration operates and it may be impossible to gauge
accurately this impact.
Ross, Foreign Governments Tax Incentives for Investments, in I INSTITUTE ON PRIVATE
INVESTMENTS ABROAD 291 (1959) (cited in Coerper, Reverdin & Smit, supra note 2, at 207).
On selecting foreign counsel see Hillman, Providing Effective Legal Representation in InternationalBusiness Transactions, 19 INT'L LAW. 3 (1985).
SUMMER 1988
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may not be addressed because they are simply not perceived as issues. II
It is only through face-to-face discussions with experts and other businessmen, where collected information derived from similar experiences
can be compared and contrasted with new advice, that a thorough appreciation of the risks and solutions can be developed.
Another fundamental principle of international business is mutual dependency. No country could subsist or prosper without the flow of foreign
manpower, capital, equipment, goods, and services. 12 Problems and issues arise only when one country tries to restrict commerce either to
protect or promote the local economy by regulations and restrictions on
foreign investors. These issues may be dealt with by multinational agreement,1 3 by treaties, 14 and on the individual investor level. These restrictions and responses form a framework for foreign investment.
The front side of the mutual dependency results in an almost unlimited
market for the "right" product or service, while the backside results in
intense competition for the "easy" markets. Businesses tend to avoid
markets where the political/economic decision has been made to restrict
the flow of capital and manpower. Even these restricted markets may be
inviting if they are so substantial that they cannot be ignored or there are
offsetting incentives that make the markets attractive. This push and pull
of incentive and restriction determines the business climate of a country;
it is a fact of life that businesses must accept.
Incentives may be directed at specific sectors or at certain levels of
business as exceptions are made and laws revised to reduce or eliminate
normal barriers to foreign investment.1 5 For example, large resources of

11. Cf. Helander, Legal Framework for Investment in Latin America, in IV LAWYER'S
GUIDE 1981, supra note 4, at 229,281; Carbonneau, Linguistic Legislationand Transnational
Commercial Activity, 29 AM. J. CoMP. L. 393 (1981).
12. The range of imports and exports to gross domestic products provide an idea as to
dependence of countries on international commerce. Imports as a percent of gross domestic
product range from 8.2% for Turkey to 66.6% for Ireland, while exports range from 3.6%
for Turkey to 70% for Canada. See P. VISHNY, supra note 5, at 1-17.
13. See Jackson, The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, in A LAWYER'S GUIDE

TO INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS (W.Surrey & D. Wallace eds. 1977).
14. See Norton, Doing Business and U.S. Commercial Treaties: The Case With the
Member States of the EEC, 5 CASE W. RES. INT'L L.J. 4 (1972); see also sources at note 51
infra.
15. The process of evaluation is mutual: the investor evaluates the country; the countrythe investor. Countries will consider (I) the size of the investment, (2) whether the industry
or sector of the investment has priority status, (3) the effect on the balance of payments,
(4) the utilization of local employment and resource, (5) where within the country the
investment will be located, (6) technological contribution, and (7) importance of the investment to national economic goals. Barringer, supra note 4, at 376. The foreign investor
would ask the same questions but from the perspective of risk reduction and profit maximization. Investment regulations are nothing more than the point where the investor and
country begin their discussion.
VOL. 22, NO. 2
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local labor may necessitate incentives being given to large foreign companies that can utilize the manpower. 16 Likewise, a country with large
oil reserves must exploit as well as protect them and is therefore placed
in a position of carving out exceptions to its investment rules. These
exceptions may be very broad or narrow depending upon the country's
perceived need for foreign investment. 17 Many businesses may be eliminated from a market because they do not qualify for the exceptions,
because of their size or sector, because they do not know how to take
advantage of these exceptions, or because they are unable to assume the
risk.
Restrictions may take the form of local law or local bureaucracies. The
bureaucratic approval process in many countries is so demanding that
companies who do not adequately understand the process or have the
contacts to facilitate the process cannot do business. 18 Small businesses
may have particular problems in some developing countries. Companies
with international experience may find legitimate loopholes or "local practice." 19 Companies that follow local practice without appreciating local
sensitivities could be exposed to significant risk when local practice differs
from written law. Small companies should not perceive themselves as too
insignificant nor large companies perceive themselves as too important

16. See generally Lent, Tax Incentives for the Promotion of Industrial Employment in
Developing Countries, 18 INT'L MONETARY FUND STAFF PAPERS (1971).
17. In many cases the exceptions take the form of incentives including tax holidays, rapid
depreciation, partial exemptions from labor or exchange laws. See Anthione, Tax Systems
of Major Exporting Countries: An Examination of Incentivesfor Private Investment at Home
and in Developing Countries, 32 TAX L. REV. 323 (1977). For actual laws see INVESTMENT
LAWS OF THE WORLD, supra note 5, which compiles investment laws in 62 countries.
18. Developing countries may have excess regulations resulting from an attempt to apply
practices left over from their colonial heritage to existing needs combined with a need to
reduce unemployment. In addition, there may be some substantial corruption within the
bureaucracy or among higher officials. The United States Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of
1977 (FCPA), 15 U.S.C. §§ 78m(b), (g), (h), 78dd-1,-2, 78ff(c) (1982), addresses this issue.
The law makes the distinction between bribes and "grease" payments. The FCPA applies
to bribes that assist in obtaining, returning or directing business opportunities. Presumably
these regulations do not apply to grease payments made to facilitate registration. The regulations may apply if the officials have discretionary power to approve or deny investments.
19. A loophole is defined as "[a]n ambiguity or an omission in the text through which
the intent of a statute, contract or obligation may be evaded." WEBSTER'S NEW COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARY 679 (1977). Local practice on the other hand is the common practice of indigenous business. While the laws of developing countries may be fluid and ambiguous because
there is no institutionalized method of enforcement, or because in some cases the law has
been developed specifically for the exploitation of a particular resource or to interface with
other cultures, foreign businesses that ignore them may have substantially greater risks than
local businesses. For a good analysis see Li, Reflections on Current Drive Toward Greater
Legalization in China, in

NEW LOOK AT LEGAL ASPECTS OF DOING

DEVELOPMENTS A YEAR AFTER RECOGNITION

BUSINESS WITH CHINA;

(1979).
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to be caught and punished for violating the law. 20 Each company must
decide for itself what local law requires and how best to comply with it.
The American investor or company seeking to expand is at a disadvantage, due to the tendency to approach the issue of foreign investment
from the same principles found in the American system. 2 1 The investor
must be prepared not only to translate the principles, mores, and laws of
the United States into the laws and mores of a foreign culture, but also
to reject American principles, mores, and law where they do not impact
22

on local conditions.
While United States' regulations may restrict a specific activity, they
are generally not as determinative as those found in many other countries. 23 Companies in developed countries have a tendency to regard local
customs, mores, and laws of third-world countries as having no substance. 24 A problem of significant magnitude may be overlooked because

20. For a list of companies prosecuted under United States law, see cases listed in Bus.
INC., FOREIGN CORRUPT PRACTICES REPORTER and in Bus. LAWS, INC., INTERNATIONAL BOYCOTTS (looseleaf materials).
21. The American legal system is unique in that it is a mixture of federalism, common
law and constitutionalism combined with laissez-faire regulations which result in a country
of laws and not men where justice is blind. There are few, if any, other countries which
combine the same qualities taken for granted by Americans. The contrast is striking when
operating conditions and opportunities are compared with developed and developing countries. See COUNTRY ASSESSMENT, supra note 8.
22. Many laws of the United States are applied extraterritorially including Antitrust (infra
note 50), Securities and Exchange (infra note 127), Anti-Boycott (infra note 52), Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (infra note 51), and Export Administration Act (infra note 53). "Because of the significant differences between the legal environments of the United States and
those of most nations constituting the Third World, the American lawyer handling a problem
involving such a jurisdiction may face special difficulties and considerations that do not
ordinarily arise in transactions limited to Western nations." Hillman, Providing Effective
Legal Representation in International Business Transactions, 19 INT'L LAW. 3, 5 (1985).
23. The substantive laws of the United States apply to both domestic as well as foreign
transactions. A company can freely transfer its capital if it does not violate security laws;
can hire whom it pleases as long as it does not discriminate because of sex, race, religion,
or national origin; pay what it wants as long as it complies with wage and hour laws; can
manufacture what it wants where it wants, provided environmental laws are complied with
and other zoning laws and standards of safety are met, etc. The intent of the law is to protect
certain groups of persons, resources, without differentiating between the source of the capital
or nationality of the company. See Note, Foreign Investments in the United States 19761980, A Selected Annotated Bibliography, 17 STAN. J. INT'L L. 83 (1981); Reale & Kust,
Business Operations in the United States, in TAX MGMT. PORTFOLIO 291 (1973). For a
LAWS,

contrast of American economic system with those found in fifty-seven other countries, see
COUNTRY ASSESSMENT, supra note 8.
24. See VERNON, STORM OVER MULTINATIONALS (1977); Akinsanza, Host Government's
Responses to Foreign Economic Control, 30 INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 769 (1981).
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the issues are not recognized or the regulations ignored. On the other
hand, complying literally with a law that is not being enforced may be
detrimental to business. 2 5 The forms of business are intertwined with the
substantive law of each country. Their actual applications define the parameters of foreign investment.
It remains a truism that one can see only what one has been taught to
see. This concept may be applied to any expanding business, particularly
a business expanding internationally. The fundamental forms of business--contract, agent, representative, branch, subsidiary, and joint ven26
ture--do not always translate into the same legal consequences.
The registration status of a company is usually relevant to consequences
of the country's Companies' Act, limited liability, and the opportunity to
pursue remedies in that jurisdiction. 27 Registration itself is independent
of liability for corporate taxes. 28 Whereas a company doing business in
a country in violation of the Companies' Act would be exposed to fines
and possible suspension of operations, 29 failure to pay income tax can
result in assessment of back due taxes, confiscation of property, and
substantial penalties, including jail sentences. 30 The central issue is knowing when the business has stepped over that invisible line separating
trading "with" from trading "within" a foreign country and thereby has
31
created tax liabilities and/or the obligation to register.

25. See supra note 10.
26. See generally G. DELAUME, TRANSNATIONAL CONTRACTS (1975);

Farnsworth, The

Pitfalls of Making International Contracts, 4 N.C.J. INT'L & COMM. REG. 97 (1979); MullerFreienfels, Law of Agency, 6 AM. J. COMP. L.
INTERNATIONAL CONTRACTS (1981).

165 (1957); SMIT, GALSTON & LEVITSKY,

27. See infra note 112.
28. For example, each state of the United States requires registration to conduct business
and the appointment of a representative for service of process. See Corp. Guide (P-H)
7001, listing consequences for failure to register in a state where business is being conducted. Nevertheless income earned in the state is still subject to tax in the state as well
as by the federal government. Even if the source of the income is from illegal activities
(e.g., narcotics), a return is still required. The same theory applies in other countries.
29. In the United States each state has its own penalties including fines, denial of access
to local courts, revocation of license and invalidation of corporate acts. For a brief synopsis,
see Corp. Guide (P-H) 7106 (1984).
30. For U.S. penalties, see BALTER, TAX FRAUD AND EVASION (1983). For a review of
cases, see 9 Fed. Taxes (P-H) 38,406.
31. In the absence of a tax treaty, liability for taxes will generally be determined by
whether specific transactions are within a foreign country or only with its residents. In the
case of a tax treaty, the taxability of a transaction may depend on a permanent establishment
in the United States. For an analysis of doing business within and with the various States
of the United States, see CT CORP., WHAT CONSTITUTES DOING BUSINESS (1985).
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There are two cases where there is no question of the tax status of a
company. If a company sells F.O.B. (U.S.) to customers in another country without the use of an intermediary, the transaction is one of trading
"with" a foreign country. 32 No liability for corporate taxes is imposed
on the seller. 33 On the other hand, a company that has registered a branch
or subsidiary in a country through which it sells products or services is
totally "within" the tax jurisdiction of that country. It is subject not only
to corporate taxes but to all other regulations that the country imposes
on its domestic companies. 34 Between these extremes of liability or nonliability are a vast range of tax or withholding obligations imposed on the
parties of particular transactions. As the transaction becomes more complex because of the goods, terms, and conditions, or the number of persons
involved, the complexion of the transaction can change rapidly from trading "with" to trading "within" a country.
Each case and various options must be analyzed individually in light
of actual or structured operations. First, one needs to determine the availability of particular "forms" of business 35 under local law. "Forms" in
this instance includes not only legally established structures, but the use
of sales representatives, agents, or other contractual arrangements. The
tax status of these forms is defined under local law, but will have an impact
on United States liabilities. 36 Secondly, the company needs to determine
whether a tax treaty would apply to the particular transaction. 37

32. Supra note 31.
33. An exception appears to be Argentina which would impose a tax if the selling price
was greater than the local price. Vicchi, Argentina National Rpt. 656, CAHIERS DE DROIT
FISCAL INT'L 171 (1980), cited in P. VISHNY, GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE LAW
(1981).
34. Infra note 106.
35. Supra note 3.
36. See generally Ault, International Issues in Corporate Tax Integration, 10 LAW &
POL'Y INT'L Bus. 461 (1978); Carlson, InternationalAspects of Corporate-Shareholder Tax
Integration, II CASE W. RES. J. INT'L L. 535 (1979); Liebman, Note on the Tax Treatment
of Joint Venture Income Under Subpart F: An Addendum, 32 Bus. LAW. 1819 (1977);
Tillinghast, Taxing the Multinationals: Where Is the United States Headed, 20 HARV. INT'L
L.J. 253 (1979).
37. See generally Bischel, Basic Income Tax Treaties, in INCOME TAX TREATIES (1978);
Carroll, The Historical Development of Income Tax Treaties, in INCOME TAX TREATIES 51
(1978); d'Esclapon, International Tax Treaties and Industrial and Commercial Profits, in
INCOME TAX TREATIES 75 (1978); Hadari, Tax Treaties and Their Role in the Financial
Planning of the Multinational Enterprise, 20 AM. J. COMP. L. 111 (1972); Patrick, A Comparison of the United States and OECD Model Income Tax Conventions, 10 LAW & POL'Y
INT'L Bus. 613 (1978).
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It is not uncommon to arrive at two different tax liabilities depending
upon whether local law or treaty provisions govern the transaction. For
example, local tax law may allow foreign companies to license technology,
as well as render technical assistance within their jurisdiction. 38 A withholding tax will be paid on royalties derived from gross revenues, and the
39
licensor per se is not subject to income tax except in the United States.
If, however, the licensor is a resident of a country that has a tax treaty
with the licensee's country, the technical assistance fees may be subject
to corporate tax because the rendering of technical assistance on a regular
basis would be defined as a permanent establishment. 40 Registration under
the local company law would also be required because the company is
local laws affecting busiperforming services within the country. 4 1 Other
42
nesses would also have to be complied with.
II. Trading with a Foreign Country
A.

DIRECT SALES

Companies that expand into the international market generally begin
with direct sales to customers. The sale of products directly to the customer poses special issues. They include international contract law and

38. The United States Model Treaty of May 17, 1977 [hereinafter U.S. Model Act] provides for twenty-four months before a construction site becomes a permanent establishment
(U.S. Model Act 5(3)); the OECD Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation with
Respect to Income and Capital (OECD, Paris, 1977) [hereinafter OECD Model Act] provides
for twelve months (OECD Model Act 5(3)); and the United Nations Guidelines and Model
Income Tax Treaty (1979) [hereinafter U.N. Model Act] provides for six months (U.N.
Model Act 5(3)).
39. Technical services which are in fact ancillary to licenses or patents may be taxed by
the withholding method. The percentage may be reduced by tax treaty. If, however, the
technical services are part of a Permanent Establishment then they would be subject to
income tax. See ECKSTROM, LICENSING IN FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC OPERATIONS 118(1982).
40. When services are rendered for a fixed time, they are subject to income tax under
U.N. Model Act Article 5(3)(b), supra note 38. Likewise, if "royalties" are paid when there
is a Permanent Establishment they are not royalties but income. U.S. and OECD Models
Art. 12(3), supra note 38.
41. See infra notes 112-14 and accompanying text.
42. Technical services, rendered as ancillary to a license of technology may mean that
those technicians and engineers are not subject to ordinary restrictions on foreign labor,
see infra note 154. Royalties paid for such assistance may properly fall within exchange
control exceptions, see infra note 138, as well as be subject to a lower tax rate, see infra
note 145.
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sales terms, 4 3 export regulations, 44 bills of lading, 45 insurance, 4 6 letters

of credit, 47 import regulations, 4 8 and the use of representatives. 4 9 The

43. There is an abundance of literature on international contracts and conditions. A partial
listing would include General sources: M. AMBROSE, LEGAL ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL
SOURCING (Business Laws Inc. 1986); Gal, The Commercial Law of Nations and the Law
of International Trade, 6 CORNELL INT'L L.J. 55 (1972); Guyot, Counter Trade in International Business, 20 INT'L LAW. 921 (1986); Jacobson, International Sales of Goods, 34
INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 659 (1954); Libling, Formation of International Contracts, 42 MOD.
L. REV. 169 (1974); Berman & Kaufman, supra note 6; V. NANDA, THE LAW OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS (1985); Risk of Loss sources: Note, Risk of Loss Under

UCC, 71 IND. REV. 711 (1974); Tanikaw, Risk of Loss in Japanese Sales Transactions, 42
WASHINGTON L. REV. 463 (1967); Warranties sources: De Ment, International Products
Liability: Toward a Uniform Choice of Law Rule, 5 CORNELL INT'L L.J. 75 (1972). Trade
terms vary from contract to contract and may be very important. These terms are Incoterm
(International Chamber of Commerce, Pub[. 350, 1980); RAFTD (Revised American Foreign
Trade Definitions (1941) adopted by Joint Committee of Chamber of Commerce of the United
States of America); and UCC (Uniform Commercial Code 1962).
44. 50 U.S.C. §§ 2401-2420 (Supp. II1 1979), Regulations, 15 C.F.R. §§ 374, 376.12 and
379.8 (1981). See generally Overly, Regulation of Critical Technologies Under the Export
Act of 1979 and the Proposed Export Administration Amendments of 1983: American Business Versus National Security, 10 N.C.J. INT'L COMM. REG. 423 (1985); Skol & Peterson,
Export Control Laws and Multinational Enterprises, I I INT'L LAW. 29 (1977).
45. See generally W. POOR, AMERICAN LAW OF CHARTER PARTIES AND OCEAN BILLS
OF LADING (R. Baner 5th ed. & Supp. 1974); J. WHITE & R. SUMMERS, UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODES ch. 21 (1972).

46. See generally Shelp, The Proliferation of Foreign Insurance Laws: Reform or Regression?, 8 LAW & POLICY INT'L Bus. 701 (1976); see also 2A A. SANN & M. KATZMANN,
BENEDICT ON ADMIRALTY Sec. II (7th ed. 1981); R. COLMAUX, CARVER ON CARRIAGE BY
SEA 3-19 (11th ed. 1963).
47. See generally Gable, Standby Letters of Credit: Nomenclature Has Confounded Analysis, 12 LAW & POL'Y INT'L Bus. 903 (1980); Lee, Documentary Letters of Credit and
Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, 1974 Revision, 3 J. COMp. L. 147
(1977); Murray, Letters of Credit in Nonsale of Goods Transactions, 30 Bus. LAW. 1103
(1974); Symons, Letters of Credit: Fraud, Good Faith and the Basis for Injunctive Relief,
54 TULANE L. REV. 338 (1980). See also Streng & Pederson, Letters of Credit, in TAX
MGMT. PORTFOLIO 418 (1980).

48. Importation of goods and equipment personifies international commerce, its incentive
as well as its restriction. Issues include multinational agreements, dumping, temporary
importation, tax free importation, United States Customs. See generally On multinational
agreements: Benjamin, infra note 108; Kearley, An American Researcher's Guide to Eu-

ropean Communities Law and Legal Literature, 75 LAW LIBR. J. 52 (1982); Symposium on
the Multilateral Trade Agreements I, I1 LAW & POL'Y INT'L Bus. 1257 (1979); Wolff, The
Larger Political and Economic Role of The Tokyo Round, 12 LAW & POL'Y INT'L BUS. I
(1980). On dumping see: DeSmedt, The EEC Antidumping Policy: New Developments, 14
INT'L LAW. 223 (1980); Fisher, The Antidumping Law of the United States: A Legal and
Economic Analysis, 5 LAW & POL'Y INT'L BUS. 85 (1973); Simons, Non-Sale Transactions
and the Antidumping Laws of the United States, 35 Bus. LAW. 1611 (1980). On temporary
importation: U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Free Carnets Simplifies Carrying of Commercial
Samples, in FOREIGN BUSINESS PRACTICES 13 (1975).
D.

DIAMOND,

ITIES

supra note 99; U.S.

DEP'T COMMERCE,

On tax free zones: W. DIAMOND &
FREE

ZONES AND RELATED FACIL-

ABROAD (1970); Note, Foreign Trade Zones International Business Incentives, 7 GEO.

J. INT'L & COMP. L. 669 (1977). On U.S. Customs: P. FELLER, U.S. CUSTOMS AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE GUIDE (1979); Hesa, Legal Problems of the American Importer, 35

U. Mo. K.C. L. REV. 32 (1967).
49. See infra notes 56-68 and accompanying text.
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company that stops short of a local representative generally defines its
risks according to the terms of the agreements and United States law,
including not only contract and commercial law but also Antitrust, 50 For53
eign Corrupt Practices, 5 1 Anti-Boycott,52 and Export Administration,

which are all applied extraterritorially. Companies that expand into the
market through representatives or direct investment are exposed to those
same United States laws as well as local laws of the foreign country.
Generally a company can advertise and send brochures or even a sales
representative to a country without exposing itself to tax and other liabilities. 54 Under the right circumstances, a company can open a sales
office without incurring local tax liability, provided the actual tax situs of
the transactions does not occur in that country.55 A company's flexibility
is defined by local and United States laws, tax treaties, and its imagination.
B.

REPRESENTATIVES

After the sale, many products or services necessitate maintenance or
repair. The simple F.O.B. sale may not be good customer relations. When
costs do not justify opening an office, a local representative to sell, as
well as to maintain, the products appears to be an effective way of doing

50. See generally DEP'T JUSTICE, ANTITRUST GUIDE FOR INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS
(rev. ed. 1977); H. DAVID, WORLD UNIFORM COMPETITION LAWS (1978); W. FUGATE,
FOREIGN COMMERCE AND THE ANTITRUST LAWS (1982); R. WHISH, COMPETITION LAW

(1985). For articles dealing with specific issues, see infra note 66 (distribution), see infra
note 81 (licenses), and see infra note 117 (mergers). In addition, various other jurisdictions
have enacted antitrust regulations. For a comprehensive summary of EEC Regulations, see
Benjamin, infra note 108.
51. The concern of the United States is to protect investors whose investments are going
to foreign officials as well as promote free and fair competition. See Bus. LAW, INC.,
FOREIGN CORRUPT PRACTICES REPORTER (looseleaf); Popkin, The United States Response
to Foreign Corrupt Practice, in Ill, FOLIO 2, A LAWYER'S GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS [hereinafter LAWYER'S GUIDE 1982] (W. Surrey & D. Wallace

eds. 1982).
52. See generally BOYCOTT L.R. (MIDDLE EAST MONTHLY INC.) (monthly publication);
Bus. LAW INC., INTERNATIONAL BOYCOTTS (looseleaf); Dinur, Sections 999 International
Boycott Determination, in TAX MGMT. PORTFOLIO 345 (1978); Kaplan, Income Taxes and
the Arab Boycott, 32 TAX LAW. 313 (1979). PRACTICING LAW INST., IMPORT ADMINISTRATION AND EXPORT ADMINISTRATION (1984).

53. See Export Administration Act of 1978, supra note 44. See also Skol & Peterson,
supra note 44.
54. See WILLIAMS,

PERMANENT

ESTABLISHMENTS

IN THE UNITED

STATES

TAX TREATIES

(1978).
55. Under U.S. and OECD Model Tax Treaties, supra note 38, activities such as display
or storage or delivery outside of country would not result in tax (U.S. and OECD Model
Act 5(4)).
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business. 56 Unless the transaction is correctly structured, however, the
company could find that it has a dependent agent in the foreign countrythat is, an office has been opened. 57 All transactions thought to be free
of tax obligations may then become subject to corporate tax. 58 The agent
59
may have also acquired additional rights as an employee under local law.
The status of an agent as independent or dependent is defined by their
real and apparent authority. 60 The dependent representative has some
authority to bind the principal, whereas the independent agent does not
usually bind the principal but simply sells, with the final decision to consummate the sale made by the principal. An independent agent may even
purchase the goods for resale to third parties. Titles and labels are significant only to the extent that actual operations are consistent with
documentation.
Various governments perceive agents differently than does American
law. 6 1 Agencies are thought of as a higher form of doing business. 62 They,
like forced local participation, 63 are viewed as a means to redistribute
wealth earned by the foreign companies. 64 Because agencies are on a
56. See generally King, Checklist on'Agency Agreements in Latin America, 13 CASE W.
J. INT'L L. 153 (1981); Muller-Freienfels, supra note 26; Saltroun, International Distribution and Sales Agency Agreements, 7 HASTINGS INT'L & CoMP. L.R. 303 (1984); Spudis,
International Distribution and Sales Agency Agreements: Practical Guidelines for U.S.
Exporters, 38 Bus. LAW. 883 (1983); Schmitthoff, Agency in International Trades, 129
RES.

RECUEIL DES COURS

115 (1970).

57. See supra notes 40, 56 and accompanying text. The method of discovery may vary
from formal audit of customers' or agents' books, records and agreements, to informal spot
checks by tax officials. The audit could result from labor, customs, or foreign exchange
reviews depending upon the country. Documents which are inconsistent with status could
be letterheads, business cards, directory listings as well as agreements that do not reflect
correct method of operation.
58. See Duffy, Doing Business Abroad, Tax Problems in Operating Abroad, Exporting
From the United States and Foreign Countries, 19TH N.Y.U. INST. ON FED. TAX 939 (1961).
59. See infra notes 153-57 and accompanying text.
60. The factors include (I) freedom to organize work and absence of obligation to follow
instructions, (2) freedom to organize time, (3) service for multiple principals, (4) inscription
in registry of commerce, (5) compensation by commission, (6) non-reimbursement for travel
expenses, (7) rental of independent office space, hiring or subagents. P. VISHNY, supra note
5, at 4-8.
61. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY (1957).
62. There are broad ranges of laws governing agency agreements. They include laws
affecting distribution in the United States. See Comment, Termination of a Commercial
Agency in Continental Europe, 3 TAX'N INT'L L.J. (1967); Holly, Protecting a Distribution
Agreement from Termination, 5 ALI-ABA COURSE MATERIAL J 51 (1981); Puelincky &
Tielmans, The Termination of Agency and Distributorship Agreements: A Comparative
Survey, 3 N.W. J. INT'L L. Bus. 452 (1981); The Application of Abuso de Derecho, I I CAL.
W. INT'L L.J. 32 (1981).
63. See Taylor & Weisman, Middle East Agency Law Survey, 14 INT'L LAW. 331 (1980).
For discussion of local participation, see notes 92-94 infra and accompanying text.
64. See generally Cartwright & Hanza, The Saudi Arabian Service Agents Regulation,
34 Bus. LAW. 475 (1979); Homsy, Agency Law in the Arabian Peninsula and North Africa,
5 N.W. J. INT'L L. & Bus. 296 (1983); Taylor & Weisman, supra note 79.
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higher policy plane than a simple contractual relationship between two
parties, the local government may seek to protect its local national agent
by superseding the terms and conditions of agency agreements. 6 5 Goodwill generated by the relationship is the property of the agent, who must
be compensated for a taking of this property. The provisions of the agreement, particularly commission rates, may be regulated to avoid local
corruption.66

It is possible for a company to find over time that it was forced to
negotiate an agency agreement that had an excessive commission rate
and that under local law it cannot terminate without the payment of indemnification. The agent may become the partner when the company
seeks to open an office or shop in the country. The agency relationship
may be restricted by antitrust law. 67 A consignment sale with the agent
acting as a consignee may result in the final transfer of the goods taking
place within the foreign country, thus subjecting the income to corporate
tax. 6 8 Lastly, a company may find that after terminating a powerful agent
the business simply dries up. The "simple" appointment of an agent is
an important transaction that requires thorough evaluation.
C.

LICENSING

The second means to generate income from a country without being
domiciled there is to license know-how, copyrights, patents, and trademarks. 69 Licensing (1) allows the licensor to expand its market without
capital investment, 70 (2) permits the licensor to benefit from less costly

65.
66.
67.
ments

See supra note 62.
Homsy, supra note 64.
See generally Jones, Practical Aspects of Commercial/Agency and Distribution Agreein the European Community, 6 INT'L LAW. 107 (1972); OECD, COMPARATIVE SUM-

MARY OF

LEGISLATION ON RESTRICTIVE

BUSINESS PRACTICES (1978);

Salzman, Analogies

Between United States and Common Market Antitrust Law in the Field of Distribution, 13
INT'L LAW. 47 (1979).
68. The essence of a consignment is that materials are shipped to a point where they are
sold for the benefit of the owner. The actual passage of title takes place at the point where
the materials are sold. If the taxing jurisdiction uses source as the basis for determining
tax, then the income arising from the sale is taxable. If the country uses domicile, citizenship
or residence then the transaction may not be subject to tax. Likewise a tax treaty may
exclude consignment sales in the absence of a permanent establishment.
69. See generally J. BAXTER, WORLD PATENT LAW AND PRACTICE (1968); J. SINNOTT
& ECKSTROM, LICENSING IN FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC OPERATIONS (1972); A. JACOBS,
PATENTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD (1978); PATENT AND TRADE MARKETS (G. Kohluk
ed.); Konigsberg, Practical Legal Aspects of International Franchising, 1985 INT'L LAW.
297; H. STUMPF, DER KNow-How VERTRAG (3d ed. 1977); A. GREENE, TRADEMARKS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD (1979).
70. Capital may be supplied by ajoint venture partner in exchange for the use of licenses.
See Barringer, supra note 4, at 345.
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materials or labor, 7 1 (3) guarantees profits because the license is based

on gross revenues, 72 (4) allows the licensee access to known technology
or products, 73 (5) assures assistance, 7 4 and (6) allows a local company to

capitalize on expertise and the foreign company to develop into markets
perhaps not otherwise available. 75 Licensing does have certain weaknesses that may undermine the protection the licensor originally sought
in obtaining a patent. 76 It is largely because of the benefits provided to
77
the licensor, however, that licensing agreements are strictly regulated.
The opportunity of a foreign investor to exploit a known product or
technology must be delicately balanced against particular limitations and
restrictions imposed by local law.
Regulations of licensing agreements are quite broad, ranging from substantive prior approvals by national investment boards to simple registration or notarization. 7 8 It is not only important to be aware of the general

71. This was listed as a principal reason for investing abroad, 2 U.S. BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL

COMMERCE,

THE

MULTINATIONAL

CORPORATION:

STUDIES

ON

U.S.

FOR-

EIGN INVESTMENT (1973).

72. The parties remain somewhat free to determine the method, manner and amount of
compensation. See Finnegan, Practical and Legal Considerations in the International Licensing of Technology, in Ill, FOLIO 8, LAWYER'S GUIDE 1981, supra note 4.
73. Because patents represent the fruit of capital and labor, they will be licensed only to
the degree that they are protected. Patent, trademark, and copyright protections vary.
Developing countries feel that requiring the licensor to license the patent results in the latest
technology not being licensed. See Mangel, Patent Protection and Technology Transfer in
the North South Conflict, 9 INT'L REV. INDUS. PROP. & COPY. 100 (1978); Strumpf, Interests
and Conflict in Technology Transfer: The Role of Patents, 9 INT'L REV. INDUS. PROP. &

Copy. 309 (1978).
74. For issues involved in technical assistance, see supra notes 38-42 and accompanying
text.
75. Forced joint ventures, requiring local investors, does have a positive element to the
degree that it provides for some local expertise. For discussion of local participation, see
infra notes 92-94.
76. There are various requirements of use and disclosure imposed on patent holders. For
comparison, see generally Honeycutt, Preserving Know-How and Trade Secrets While Com-

plying with Section 112, 1977 PAT. L. ANN.; Milgrem, Disclosure in U.S. or Other Countries-Useof Patentand Trade Secretsfor Technology Licensing: A Comparison and Choice
in Protecting and Profiting from Trade Secrets, in PLI COURSE HANDBOOK (1979); Schricker,
Loss of Trademark Rights by Non-Use: A Study of German and Comparative Law, 2 INT'L
REV. INDUS. PROP. & COPY. 173 (1971). For a list of countries having working requirements

or compulsory licenses, see A. JAcoBs, supra note 69, at 28-31, Table V.
77. In addition to mandating compulsory licenses for nonuse and providing for disclosure,
developing countries have required registration, imposed ceilings on the percentage of royalties, and subjected them to other restrictions. See generally INTERNATIONAL MONETARY

37 ANNUAL REPORT ON EXCHANGE ARRANGEMENTS AND EXCHANGE RESTRICTIONS
(1986); TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER: LAWS AND PRACTICE IN LATIN AMERICA (B. Carl ed.
1978).
78. See R. Goldscheider, Assessment and Contractual Arrangementsfor the Acquisition
of Foreign Technology by Developing Countries, in CURRENT TRENDS IN DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL LICENSING 463-512 (1976). See also infra notes 137-39.
FUND,
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agreements for licensing, but to examine as well the specific exceptions
or requirements relating to a particular product. 79 Royalties from licenses
may be deemed as excessive and recharacterized as income. This is particularly true when used with subsidiaries that pay the parent royalties to
benefit from a lower withholding rate. 80 In addition there are issues such
81
as antitrust that may require analysis of law of another jurisdiction. It
is very common to use licenses, technical assistance, management assistance, representatives, and organizing a local company in order to derive
complementing benefits or reduce the effect of local restrictions. 82 Local
understanding of not
counsel and tax advisors should have a complete
83
only the documents but the actual operations.
III. Trading within a Foreign Country
Once a company determines that the simple outright sale or the use of
an agent, licenses, or technical assistance agreements do not meet their
requirements for doing business in a particular country, the issue becomes
the optimum form of presence.
Countries' approaches to foreign investment may be divided into three
classes: (1) restrictive, (2) receptive, and (3) protective. The causes of
these classes are generally found in the political, social, and economic
history. Each country, despite similar language, cultural backgrounds, and
resources, has unique characteristics, which are always in the process of
change. Investment decisions in any one country need to be constantly
reevaluated and updated to respond to changing circumstances. 84 The
simple fact that foreign investment is generally welcomed does not necessarily mean that local law, as it applies to particular businesses, may
79. For example, India publishes a list of industries in which foreign technology is generally unnecessary. Each license in these industries must be approved by the appropriate
ministry. Similar legislation exists in many developing countries. See ILT (Section on Licensing), supra note 5.
80. See infra notes 150-51 and accompanying text.
81. See JOINT VENTURES ABROAD, A CASE STUDY (D. Goldsweig ed. 1984); Hadari, The
Structure of the Private Multinational Enterprise, 71 MICH. L. REV. 729 (1973); Home,
Foreign Tax Planning: Company Branch or Independent Organization, 17TH N.Y.U. INST.
FED. TAX 349 (1959); J. DOBKIN, INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES (1986); UNITED NATIONS,

MANUAL

ON

THE

ESTABLISHMENT

OF

INDUSTRIAL

JOINT

VENTURES

(1971);

J.

(1982).
82. There may be greater flexibility in the structuring of an organization if there is a joint
venture due to favorable treatment by local authorities. See Barringer, supra note 4, at 396.
83. This point cannot be overemphasized due to the wide range of attitudes and types of
enforcement. See Surrey, Reflections on the Allocation of Income and Expenses Among
National Tax Jurisdictions, 10 LAW & POL'Y INT'L Bus. 409 (1978).
84. See C. OMAN, NEW FORMS OF INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (1984); Vagts, Coercion and Foreign Investment Rearrangements,72 AM. J. INT'L L.
17 (1978).
WALMSLEY, HANDBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES
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not be very restrictive. Each classification represents a continuum of
regulations and restrictions that may bear more heavily on one business
than another. Investment involves more than simply penetrating a market-it also involves appreciating the scope of local regulations and restrictions and consciously determining how to comply.
Restrictive countries 85 include free and communist countries from all
over the world. The common thread is generally some ideological, economic, or political objective that supersedes other factors in evaluating
foreign investments. Restrictive countries and protective countries may
share similar laws, but the scope of their enforcement differs. Restrictive
countries generally have only one economic resource. Foreign investment
is not only monitored, it is heavily restricted. Investment may be very
costly or very inexpensive depending upon the business. 86 Exceptions
are generally made only after substantial review at the highest level or
for specific resources that need to be developed. 87 In restrictive (and in
protective) countries the form may also be largely irrelevant, provided
the foreign investor acquires investment approvals and meets require-

ments for local participation, capitalization, and local labor. 88 Investment
approval encompasses prior authorization of investment by a government
agency with the authority to approve or disapprove the investment. 89 This
process may be discretionary (restrictive) or nondiscretionary (protective).

85. In BUSINESS INT'L INC., COUNTRY ASSESSMENT SERVICE (Dec. 1984) 400 executives
doing business in 67 countries have rated the attitudes to be found in countries as well as
the risks of particular legislation affecting business. These include ratings for Desire for
Foreign Investment, Bureaucracy and Red Tape, Limits on New Investments, and Local
Content requirements. Restrictive countries generally would average less than 4 on a scale
of 10 where 10 represents minimum limitations. See also Abbott, Linking Trade to Political
Goals: Foreign Policy Export Controls in the 1970s AND 1980s, 65 MN. L. REV. 739 (1981);

Fishburne, Trade with People's Republic of China, INVESTMENT REGULATIONS AROUND
THE WORLD (1983); Stein, Trade with Soviet Union Eastern Europe, in LAWYER'S GUIDE
1981, supra note 4, at 187, 229; OECD,
PRACTICE

GUIDE TO LEGISLATION ON RESTRICTIVE

BUSINESS

(1978 & Supp.).

86. See generally ILT, supra note 5, sections on Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia and
India which analyze costs involved in registrations and approvals.
87. The existence of natural resources can either facilitate market entry because of the
necessity of the development of the resources, or burden the process because of the need
to protect the resources from exploitation. See generally Brown, The Relationship between
the State and the Multinational Corporation in the Exploitation of Resources, 33 INT'L &
COMP. L.Q. 218 (1984).
88. For example, in Brazil the central issue is the exchange regulation which provides
for substantial taxes on dividend remittances. While a company may be organized in a
minimum period of time, approvals from the central bank for agreements are the principal
hurdle. See ILT (Brazil), supra note 5. See also Helander, supra note II, at 160.
89. For example, in Indonesia investment approval requires (I) determination of the
parties, (2) description of the project, (3) marketing projections, (4) financial structure
including expansion plans and projected cash flow, (5) request for tax incentive, (6) guarantees sought for currency transfers, (7) employment and training objectives, (8) arbitration
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The approval process may effectively eliminate many companies from
participation in a market because (1) the approval process may be very
costly and drawn out, (2) the parameters for investment may be burdensome, and/or (3) the approvals may require local participation. 90 Invest91
ment approvals may also apply to technology as well as capital transfer.
Local participation is commonly required for approval in restrictive
93
countries. 92 The appointment of an agent may be all that is required.
The participation may be real, actual, or simply a paper transaction.
Technical assistance, licenses, and management agreements may substantially increase the real authority of the foreign shareholder. These
types of agreements, however, have to be consistent with local investment
and tax law. The company that creates a paper transaction to avoid investment laws could be exposed to substantial risks despite short-term
94
profits.

The restrictive country may be distinguished from the protective not
by the number of restrictions but by their substance in the investment
provisions, (9) entry visa requirements for expatriates, (10) copies of joint venture and
technical assistance agreements. See Barringer, supra note 4, at 375 (citing ILT (Indonesia),
supra note 5).
90. Investment approvals are well summarized by Barringer, supra note 4, at 373:
(1) most laws require some form of establishment agreement or "approval decree" which
provides the basis of the government-investor relationship, (2) many laws prohibit foreign
investment in certain sectors (e.g., transportation, communication, retail, trade), (3) most
laws offer preferential treatment for certain kinds of business activity, (4) increasingly,
many laws require varying degrees of local, private or public equity participation, (5)
some laws provide for stabilization of the legislative regime under which the investment
is made, (6) most laws encourage the development of local inputs, such as employment,
training, use of local materials, and development of local industries.
91. Under the Andean Pact legislation, foreign investment committees are not to approve
contracts which (a) mandate tie-in sales of capital goods, components, raw materials, specific
technologies, or employment of specific personnel, unless the price is competitive, (b)
reserve the pricing decision of finished products produced under the license to the licensor,
(c) restrict the volume of production or field use, (d) prohibit the use of competitive technologies, (e) require resale of finished goods to the licensor, (f) require grantbacks to the
licensor of improvements developed by the licensee of the technology, (g) requires royalties
for unused patents licensed as part of a package, (h) have equivalent effects. Helander,
supra note I], at 222, 253. See generally A. JACOBS, supra note 76 (for a table listing
countries requiring compulsory licensing); R. Goldscheider, supra note 78.
92. A partial list of countries requiring local private or governmental participation includes: Andean Pact Countries, Angola, Communist countries, Gabon, India, Indonesia,
Kuwait, Malaysia, Mexico, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE. See ILT, supra note 5, and other
texts cited, supra note 6, for details of requirements.
93. See Taylor & Weissman, Middle East Agency Law Survey, 14 INT'L LAW. 331 (1980).
94. The United States' terminology "piercing the veil" has its counterpart in each legal
system. Attitudes vary as to the emphasis on form over substance. See generally Aronofsky,
Piercing the Transnational Corporate Veil: Trends, Developments, and the Need for Widespread Adoption of Enterprise Analysis, 10 N.C.J. INT'L L. & COMM. REG. 31 (1985);
Krendl & Krendl, Piercing the Corporate Veil: Focusing the Inquiry, 55 DEN. L.J. 1 (1978);
Cohn & Simitis, "Lifting the Veil" in the Company Laws of the European Continent, 12
INT'L COMP. LQ. 189 (1963).
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process. While restrictive and protective countries generally require initial
investment approvals, this investment approval in restrictive countries
requires local participation, minimum capitalization, and other investment
commitments. 9 5 Protective countries generally do not provide for extensive approvals but rather impose specific regulations to correct economic
and social issues. These regulations seek to protect the monetary system,
employees, natural resources, and tax system from abuse. 96 In addition,
the restrictions may seek to protect certain regional objectives. Entering
the protective country may not pose substantial barriers, but actual operations may require substantive administrative efforts. The effect of tax,
labor, and treasury regulations needs to be thoroughly evaluated. 9 7 The
essence of dealing with such countries is to go by their book. The foreign
company must be sensitive to the ideology, spiritual, and economic in98
terests of the country.
Receptive countries 99 generally have an across-the-board equality. Local preference or discrimination against foreign investment is not prevalent. Most developed countries belong to this group. Many of the developing
countries belonging to this group have been former colonies that find
themselves in an advantageous geographic location or have particular
resources in need of development. 10 The government monitors foreign
investment rather than restricts it. The form, per se, is secondary, unless
the investor seeks to engage in a regulated area. 101 There usually is substantial latitude in drafting the articles of association as well as the share-

95. Capitalization requirements vary considerably ranging from the United Kingdom,
where no capital is required, to several hundred thousands or millions of dollars in developing
countries. See Drury, Legal Structures of Small Businesses in France and England Compared, 27 INT'L & COMp. L.Q. 510 (1978); ILT, supra note 5; general materials cited for
specific requirements for particular countries, supra note 5.
96. See supra notes 89-91.
97. See Helander, supra note II, for a comprehensive review of the intent and law of
EEC and Andean Pact countries.
98. Sensitivity however must be tempered with knowledge that compliance with requests
of local officials and business could be in violation of United States Antitrust Laws (supra
note 50), Anti-Boycott Legislation (supra note 52), Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (supra
note 51).
99. Under the same rating scale discussed in note 85 infra, receptive countries would
average 7 or above out of 10, in the categories. Generally, these countries would include
the countries of Western Europe, the United States, Canada and some developing countries
which are tax havens. For an analysis of tax havens, see W. DIAMOND & D. DIAMOND,
TAX HAVENS OF THE WORLD (1974) (looseleaf).
100. These countries would include Hong Kong, Singapore, Dubai, as well as such tax
havens as Netherlands, Antilles, Panama, Bahamas. See generally ILT, supra note 5; COUNTRY ASSESSMENT, supra note 8.

101. See ILT (Hong Kong, United Kingdom and Denmark sections), supra note 5.
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holders' agreements provided they are fair and equitable. 10 2 Local
businesses and foreign-owned businesses are treated in the same manner.
Receptive and protective countries may both utilize tariff and/or nontariff
barriers to restrict trade; 10 3 receptive countries are distinguished from
protective by the magnitude of the barriers.
Protective countries have generally attempted to balance local preference and protectiveness against other economic requirements.' 0 4 While
these countries apply their laws fairly, restrictive laws have been passed
for particular sectors of the economy, or special requirements imposed
on foreign investment. Prior investment approvals are commonly used
for monitoring as well as for restricting investment. 105 While the attainment of economic goals necessitates some provision for foreign investment, particular policy concerns are addressed through specific laws. 106
In developing areas, the protective country is more likely to grant incen107
tives to offset the restrictions or offer the means to avoid the limitations.
A majority of developing countries as well as members of some economic
communities 10 8 fall in the category of protective countries. These coun102. See generally Swiscker, Joint Venture Corporations Shareholder Contracts and the
Protection of Minority Shareholders, in CURRENT LEGAL ASPECTS OF DOING BUSINESS IN
JAPAN AND EAST ASIA 66 (J. Haley ed. 1978).
103. These barriers have been discussed at length in Sweeney, Technical Analyses of the
Barriers to Trade Agreement, 12 LAW & POL'Y INT'L Bus. 179 (1980); Flory, Les Obstacles
Nontarifaires aux Exchanges, I DROIT ET PRACTIQUE DU COMM. INT'L 257 (1975). U.S.

Restrictions are discussed in Carbonneau, Linguistic Legislation and Transnational Commercial Activity, 29 AM. J. COMP. L. 292 (1981); Freiburg & Dunn, The Buy American Act
and Other Buy National Programs, in LAWYER'S GUIDE 1977, supra note 13, at 295; Note,
Regulation of Importers under Consumer Product Safety Act, 9 CORNELL INT'L L.J. 317
(1976); Note, U.S. Country of Origin Marketing Requirements: The Application of NonTariff Trade Barriers, 6 LAW & POL'Y INT'L BUS. 485 (1974); U.S. DEP'T COMMERCE,
METRIC LAWS AND PRACTICES IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE (1976).

104. The very nature of a country is to protect its resources, its people, its beliefs, and
is sovereignty. Protective countries generally focus on the protection of economic sovereignty. The United States in some cases would appear to fall into this category. Protective
countries use quotas to protect the use of local labor and local exchange as a condition of
doing business. Because of this, under the rating system discussed supra notes 85 and 99,
protective countries would have average ratings in the selected categories (Desire for Foreign
Investment, Bureaucracy and Red Tape, Quality of Economic Structures, Limits on New
Investment, Local Participation Requirements) of 4 to 7 out of 10.
105. See notes 89-91 supra for articles and texts discussing investment approvals. For
approvals in specific countries, see reference collection supra note 5.
106. Landau, Multinational Corporations and Lesser Developed Countries-Foreign Investment, Transfer of Technology, and the Paris Convention: Caveat Investor, 45 U. DAYTON
L. REV. 105 (1980).

107. Investment incentives sources, supra note 15.
108. The objectives of the EEC are in marked contrast with those of the Andean Pact
countries. While EEC countries have sought to harmonize their trade, economic and legal
regulations, they have generally not sought to erect, as a community, barriers restricting
foreign investment. While internal harmonization will affect to some degree external rela-
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tries may be the most difficult to work in; a company must be thoroughly
sensitive to the restrictions, limitations, and public policy.
A company may have several alternatives in the form of investment:
purchase of stock or assets of an existing company, registration of a
branch, or the creation of a subsidiary, joint-venture company, or partnership. 109 In many instances the method is controlled by local participation
laws that limit equity ownership and force a joint venture with a local
company. Registration or the organizing of a legal entity will change the
nature of the obligations of the foreign investor. 110
The decision to purchase the assets or shares of an existing foreign
corporation, or to register a branch or organize a subsidiary, involve
similar issues. They include legal fees and registration fees as well as
substantial administrative burdens. III Once a separate legal entity is contemplated, agreements between the parent and subsidiary need to be
investigated, drafted, and implemented consistent with local law.
It is not uncommon or impossible for diversified companies to establish
an office in a foreign country without proper registration. Countries also
have different attitudes toward the obligation to register. 112 Failure to
register may result in only the inability to sue and a fine. 113 Nevertheless,
registration of a branch or organization of a local company may be required
tions, the effect has been secondary. On the other hand, the Andean Pact countries have
sought internal harmony in order to direct external economic relations. Benjamin, The EEC,
in LAWYER'S GUIDE 1981, supra note 4, at 160; Helander, supra note II, at 246.
109. See generally A. CONARD, I AMERICAN ENTERPRISE IN THE EUROPEAN COMMON
MARKET; A LEGAL PROFILE (1960); Hadari, supra note 81; Home, supra note 81; UNITED
NATIONS, supra note 81.
110. Registration of a branch or the organization of a subsidiary substantially changes
the legal status of a company. The company becomes legally responsible in that country
and may waive rights to protection by the home country. In Latin America this is accomplished by the use of Calvo Clauses. See Lucas, supra note 6. In addition, the registered
company may become subject to foreign exchange regulation or be limited as to the number
of expatriate employees that it can send to the country to provide technical assistance. See
OECD,

NATIONAL TREATMENT

FOR FOREIGN CONTROLLED ENTERPRISES

(1985).

11I. These burdens are outlined in the materials, supra note 5. A number of countries
have established separate agencies to review, analyze and approve foreign investments. See
generally ILT (Indonesia), supra note 5; ILT (Mexico), supra note 5.
112. Registration requirements vary according to the type of country. Restrictive countries
require registration if any type of permanent establishment is contemplated, not only to
monitor but to approve the investment. Protective countries use registration to monitor
investment. Protective countries may to some extent restrict investment through the registration process. Receptive countries require registration more as an administrative formality and induce registration through denial of certain benefits. See R. ROBINSON, NATIONAL
CONTROL OF FOREIGN BUSINESS ENTRY:

A

SURVEY OF FIFTEEN COUNTRIES

(1975).

113. In the United States, failure to register in a state results in the inability to sue within
that state, fines, and even jail sentences. See generally CORP. GUIDE (P-H) 7001 (1986).
Likewise, the penalty for failure to register or acquire the requisite approvals will depend
upon whether the country is restrictive, protective or receptive and the degree to which the
regulations were violated.
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to obtain any government contracts, hire local labor, open a bank account,
import equipment, etc. If a company has a method for paying its taxes,
obtaining work permits, and importing/exporting its materials, registration
may seem to be of secondary importance to operations personnel. Nevertheless, an unregistered company performing work in a foreign country
is most likely to be in violation of one or more regulations or laws. Failure
to register, per se, may result in4 a civil penalty. Tax evasion resulting from
1
failure to register is a crime.
A.

PURCHASE

Acquisition of an existing company or the purchase of its assets is a
common method of market preparation in receptive countries.] 1 5 Any
type of acquisition will be governed by the usual laws regulating foreign
investment in the country. 116 In addition, acquisition of a foreign company
by an American company would be subject to the antitrust laws of the
United States. 1 1 7 It goes without saying that tax issues (local as well as
United States) may be determinative of the form18of the acquisition, the
procedure, and the method of future operation. 1
It is important to recognize other restrictions that may eliminate the
viability of an acquisition: (1) purchases of assets or the stock of a local
company may be prohibited in restrictive countries, 119 (2) taxes may be
114. The obligation to pay taxes is defined by the tax laws of the country and its various
tax treaties. Performance of work under technical assistance agreements, depending upon
the countries, may impose an obligation on the company rendering the services to pay taxes
or on the company receiving the services to withhold taxes. If neither company assumes
the liability serious tax problems could develop. For penalties, see supra note 30.
115. Bayitch, Transfer of a Business, 6 AM. J. COMP. L. 284 (1957); see also INDUSTRY,
INC., MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS (looseleaf) for a listing of representative types of foreign
and domestic acquisitions.
116. Countries vary considerably as to their approaches to foreign investment per se and
specific transactions. See generally Conrad, Fundamental Changes in Marketable Share
Companies, XIII INT'L ENCY. COMP. L. ch. 6 (1973); Stevenson & Williams, United States
Legal Aspects of International Securities Transactions, in 111, FOLIO 5, A LAWYER'S GUIDE
TO INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS (W. Surrey & D. Wallace eds. 1980). For laws
governing investment, see articles cited supra notes 92-94.
117. The Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, 15 U.S.C. § 18a (1976),
sets out standards for foreign investments. See Kauper, International Mergers and Joint
Venture in International Antitrust Law 73 (ALI-ABA Course Study Materials (1978)); Pfunder, Pre-Merger Notification for International Merger, International Anti-Trust Law, 38
(ALI-ABA Course Study Materials (1978)); Rowe, Antitrust Aspects of European Acquisitions and Joint Ventures in the United States, 12 LAW & POL'Y INT'L Bus. 335 (1980).

118. The purchase or transfer of assets of a foreign company will have an impact in the
foreign country as well as in the United States. While the law no longer requires advance
rulings, the regulations may result in immediate taxation of the transferring company. See
Pehrson & Terr, Foreign and International Transactions: Sections 367 and 1491, in TAX
MGMT. PORTFOLIO 57 (1978); Conrad, supra note 116.

119. See local participation requirements outlined in articles cited supra notes 92-94.
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imposed on the transfer of the assets or stock, 12 0 or (3) purchase of the
assets may carry with it a portion of the debt. 12 1 Lastly, the foreign
purchaser may be at a disadvantage in defining and calculating the amount
of debt, assets, and obligations the company has under local law to its
customers, debtors, and employees. The acquisition of a foreign company
must be fully thought out.
B. BRANCHES

Branches of a United States company are generally organized when
limited liability is not significant and if they do not result in higher tax
liability or subject the company to other obligations. Restrictions imposed
on branches in each country need to be evaluated from legal, tax, and
marketing perspectives. 122 While receptive countries generally treat
branches equally with locally incorporated entities, restrictive countries
may view branches as exploiting the economy and may not permit them
officially or in practice. Protective countries may place limitations on
which type of companies can form a branch. In addition, protective countries provide for higher taxes or withholding on profits or remittances, or
impose other limitations. 123
In some countries branch registration and corporate registration requirements are very similar. 124 Prior approval may be required together
with substantial documentation of financial responsibility. 125 Branches
may sometimes be registered after business has begun. 126 Nevertheless,
registration of a branch may not do away with the requirement to have
local agent. 127 Registration of a branch or a company is likewise independent of tax liability. 128

120. See generally Conrad, supra note 116; B. Fox & E. Fox, CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS
& MERGERS (1981).
121. See Bayitch, supra note 115.
122. P. POSTLEWAITE, INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE TAXATION (1980). See W. GIFFORD,
INTERNATIONAL TAX PLANNING (1974); D. DIAMOND & W. DIAMOND, supra note 99.
123. See collections cited supra note 5, for specific countries.
124. See articles and materials cited supra note 91.
125. See Araujo, Foreign Investments and Transfer of Technology Laws and Regulations
in Brazil, in LEGAL ASPECTS OF DOING BUSINESS IN LATIN AMERICA 31. 37 (PLI Course
Handbook 1980). For example, in Brazil, the President must approve branches.
126. Under the laws of Dubai, for example, a company must register within two months
of commencing business. See 29 FOR. TAX LAW Assoc., COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE WORLD
(1978). See also ILT (sections on Corporate Branches), supra note 5.
127. In Abu Dhabi, a company needs a trade license which acts as the registration of a
branch. A pre-condition is local representation. See A. KEESEE, COMMERCIAL LAWS OF
THE MIDDLE EAST, vol. 7, UAE Section (1980).
128. See supra notes 27-31.
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C. INCORPORATION

The final form of doing business is the creation of an entity separate
and distinct from the parent corporation. This separate entity could be a

corporation with 100% foreign ownership, or a joint venture as a corporation or partnership. 12 9 Different types of corporations fit specific purlaw. 130 The division
poses or cover particular economic sectors under local
13 1
is usually between close and public corporations.
The law defines regulations and restrictions imposed on operations. The
investors in many countries have the flexibility of determining whether
the entity is considered a partnership or a corporation for United States
tax purposes. 132 Other issues are: requirements for 135
formation, 133 local
34 and administration of the company.
participation,1
There is usually no lack of material that analyzes the requirements, the
advantages, or the disadvantages of a particular form, or the review of
potential concerns in a given country. 136 The final determination of the
most advantageous form (if one has any choice) can only be determined
by weighing the company's operational, legal, and financial considerations
against these factors and the substantive law of the country as discussed
with local experts.

129. See generally Hadari, supra note 81; Heenen, Partnership and Other Personal Associations for Profit, XIII INT'L ENCY. COMP. L. ch. I (1973); Gordon, Joint Business
Ventures in the Central American Common Market, 21 VAND. L. REV. 315 (1968); Schmit-

thoff, The Wholly Owned and the Controlled Subsidiary, 1978 J. Bus. L. 218.
130. See ILT, supra note 5; Brown, The Relationship between the State and the Multinational Corporation in the Exploitation of Resources, 33 INT'L & COMp. L.Q. 218 (1984).
131. As in the United States, while there may be no distinction made in the actual
incorporation, companies whose stock will be sold to the public are subject to security
regulations and other regulations to protect the public. See Corporation sections in ILT,
supra note 5, for 52 countries.
132. For a good analysis of the issue, see DOING BUSINESS IN MEXICO ch. 10 (S. Reiner

& A. Reiner eds. 1980).
133. See generally text cited supra note 6, for rules on specific countries.
134. See material cited supra notes 92-94.
135. The administrative requirements are more than formal substantive requirements that
may be determinative of legal, fiscal, or tax liabilities. See Grossfeld & Ebke, Controlling
the Modern Corporation: A Comparative View of Corporate Power in the United States
and Europe, 26 AM. J. COMP. L. 397 (1978); Kronstein, The Nationality of International
Enterprises, 52 COLUM. L. REV. 983 (1952); River, The Fiscal Residence of Companies, 62D
ANNUAL MEETING

OF THE

INTERNATIONAL

FISCAL

ASSOCIATION

(1987);

Vagts, Law

and

Accounting in Business Associations, XIII INT'L ENCY. COMP. L. ch. 12A (1973).

136. Typical of articles which have been written on various countries are Chao & Xiaoping, Private Enterprise in China: The Developing Law of Collective Enterprises, 19 INT'L
LAW. 1215 (1985); Guyenot & D'Evegnee, The French Legal and Tax Aspects of the Formation of Subsidiaries in a European Context, 9 INT'L LAW. 101 (1975); Perry, Foreign
Investment Transactions in Mexico, 8 Lov. L.A. INT'L L.J. 67 (1985); Spoliansky, Modern
Business Law in the Sultanate of Oman, 13 INT'L LAW. 101 (1979); Yoon, Legal Aspects

of Foreign Investment in the Republic of Korea, 10 INT'L LAW. 729 (1976).
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IV. Substantive Law

The chief areas of substantive law of concern to foreign businesses are
(1) exchange controls, (2) taxes, (3) employee rights, and (4) dissolution
restrictions. Compliance in a given area could make operations prohibitive
for a particular business.
A.

EXCHANGE CONTROLS

Closely connected to investment restrictions is the entire area of capital
registration and exchange control. 137 Exchange controls come in all varieties. The simplest form is the registration of foreign exchange. Substantive exchange controls exist in order to compensate for unstable
currencies. These include requirements for capitalization, 138 limitations
140
on foreign exchange, 139 taxes on dividends of branches or subsidiaries,
etc. Other limitations on capital remittances are imposed when operations
are wound down or dissolved. 141
Registration and/or authorization may appear to be simple procedural
formalities. They may, however, become substantive limitations on the
manner in which business is conducted. 14 2 Exchange regulations may
137. Exchange controls serve the following purpose: (I) protect the local balances of
payments, (2) promote exports which could not compete with foreign goods, (3) to protect
domestic production, (4) to influence patterns of domestic productions and investment, (5)
to promote foreign policy objectives. They are focused on both the maintenance as well as
strengthening the currency. Coerper, Reverdin & Smit, supra note 2, at 200-06. See J.
DONALDSON, CORPORATE CURRENCY RISK (1980). For a good reference, see PRICE WATERHOUSE, FOREIGN EXCHANGE INFORMATION: A WORLDWIDE SUMMARY (1981).

138. The first step of exchange regulation is the registration of foreign currency as capital
investment. As income is generated, returned earnings may be transformed into capital, if
not remitted, which is restricted. INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, supra note 77.
139. Equipment leases, licenses, technical agreements may need to be registered to allow
payment in other currencies. The issue is the degree of convertibility of the currency.
Absolute convertibility is the unlimited ability by anyone holding a currency to convert it
into another at a narrowly fluctuating rate. Partial convertibility includes restrictions on
rate, purpose or identity of the parties. External convertibility is when foreign persons and
non-domiciled companies can freely convert, but local persons and companies are unable
to convert their local currency. This external convertibility is an important consideration
when evaluating registration of a branch or subsidiary in that the registered company may
be paid only in local currency. See supra note 117, citing articles discussing nationality. See
also Coerper, Reverdin & Smit, supra note 2.
140. In many cases, remittances from branches are taxed at the higher rate. Dividends
may or may not be taxed. However, in Denmark, remittances of branch profits are not
taxed. See ILT, supra note 5 (sections on remittance regulations in various countries for a
brief comparison).
141. In Denmark, when a company is dissolved only 20% of the capital may be remitted
annually. See ILT (Denmark), supra note 5. Such regulations are not uncommon.
142. Exchange controls are always imposed without prior notice by the government.
However, most investors can readily identify those countries likely to impose controls. The
issue is how to anticipate such controls, monitor currency buildup, and maintain prices at
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require payments in local currency subject to instability. 143 Because the
purpose of controls is to stabilize the foreign exchange, they are aimed
at both domiciled and nondomiciled companies. The flow of capital is
often a taxable event dovetailed into the tax system of a particular
country. 144 The significance and impact of such regulations or potential
regulations cannot be underestimated in planning to enter a new market.

B.

TAX

Tax considerations are paramount in the formation, the structure, the
functioning, and the dissolution of a foreign entity. A tax network in the
14 5
United States that complements the foreign operations must be created.
The fundamental parameters have been extensively dealt with in numerous
texts and articles. 146 Any comprehensive analysis goes beyond the capacity of this article.
In practice, where branches or subsidiaries (without participation) are
involved, the creditability of foreign taxes against United States income
tax liability is the most significant issue. 147 Taxes paid in a foreign country
are directly creditable against United States taxes to a maximum of the
proportion of foreign source income to domestic source income times the
United States taxes to be paid, limited on a per country basis under the
1986 Tax Reform amendments. 1 4 8 In other words, the United States taxpayer is subject to at least the United States corporate rate of tax on its
net income. If income tax is not paid in a foreign country, the net result
is more taxes to be paid in the United States. Therefore, issues generally
involve situations where the effective tax rate is higher than the United

levels to compensate for such instability. Examples of such controls are set out in a Wall
Street Journal series of articles from August 15-30, 1982, discussing Mexico's currency
problems.
143. In the case of convertibility, the issue involves adjusting prices periodically to offset
the effects of inflation. See Gorton, Escalation and Currency Clauses in Shipping Contracts,
12 J. WORLD TRADE L. 319 (1978); Hirschberg, Depreciation of the Value of Money after
Payment Date: Problems and Solutions, 27 CHITTY'S L.J. 128 (1979); Hurst, Drafting Contracts in an Inflationary Era, 28 U. FLA. L. REV. 879 (1976).
144. For an analysis of the effect of foreign exchange gains or losses on United States
taxes, see McGarry, The Taxation of ForeignCurrency Transactions:A Roadmap, 14 INT'L
TAX J.25 (1988).
145. See generally Hadari, supra note 81; Home, supra note 81.
146. See R. HELLAWELL, UNITED STATES TAXATION AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (1980);
M. Mulroney, Subpart F-Operative Concepts and Rules, in TAX MGMT. PORTFOLIO 433
(1983); R. RHOADES & M. LANGER, INCOME TAXATION OF FOREIGN RELATED TRANSACTIONS (1987); Welch, Planning Techniques for Maximizing Foreign Credit Benefits, 56 TAXES
462 (1978).
147. D. Dolan, Creditability of Foreign Income Taxes, in TAX MGMT. PORTFOLIO 415
(1986); Welch, supra note 146.
148. I.R.C. §§ 901-08 as amended by The Tax Reform Act of 1986.
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States rate, or where, by their nature, the taxes are not recognized as
creditable. 149 In the case of a higher tax rate, profits may be affected if
after consolidation sufficient credits are not available. Noncreditable taxes
and fees are recognized as expense items and thereby reduce to some
extent taxes that are payable.
The second set of issues concerns the calculation of local taxes apart
from their creditability. Specific limitations may be imposed on deductibility of particular expenses, such as outside management costs or technical assistance licenses. 150 Intercompany transfers may be questioned
due to their controllable nature. 15 1 A business may find that a representative agreement in one country creates no tax liability, while the same
language creates full income tax liability in another. 152 Each decision to
transfer assets, personnel, contract for purchase, sale or lease of property
with third parties, or affiliated companies must be evaluated against a
background of local and United States tax laws.
C. LABOR

A locally incorporated or registered entity will have employees. As an
employer in a foreign country the company must abide by all laws and
regulations. 153 While business regulations concerning forms of business,
currency, and taxes are generally dealt with on a rational basis, the labor
relations law may be highly emotional and subject to greater political
pressures. In order to protect and develop local labor as well as benefit
the economy, governments have imposed limits on the number and type
154
of foreign workers or established requirements for the use of local labor.

149. See, generally R. RHOADES & M. LANGER, supra note 146, ch. 7, pt. 11; McCawley,
Section 482: The Statute and the Regulations, in TAX MGMT. PORTFOLIO 115 (1986).
150. See, e.g., Helander, supra note II, at 229.
151. See generally Bardack & Wright, Corporate and Tax Aspects of European Sales
Subsidiaries: A Primer, 33 Bus. LAW. 49 (1977); Burns, How IRS Applies the Intercompany
Pricing Rules of Section 482: A Corporate Survey, 52 J. TAX'N 308 (1980); P. POSTLEWAITE,
supra note 122, ch. 14; Surrey, Reflections on the Allocations of Income and Expenses
Among National Tax Jurisdictions, 10 LAW & POL'Y INT'L Bus. 409 (1978); VAN HOORN,
ANTI-AVOIDANCE

MEASURES

IN

TAX

TREATIES,

TAX

HAVENS

AND

MEASURES

AGAINST

EEC (1974).
152. See Fontaneau, The Notion of Tax Domicile and Its Effects on the Taxation of Foreign
Investments, 12 INT'L LAW. 413 (1978); Norr, Jurisdiction to Tax and International Income,
17 TAX L. REV. 431 (1962); Van Hoorn, Taxation of Business Organizations, in INT'L ENCY.
COMp. L. ch. 13 (1974).
153. See generally Gould, Multinational Corporations and Multinational Unions: Myths,
Reality & the Law, 10 INT'L LAW. 655 (1976), Keyko & Kerr, Problems with Terminating
the Employment of an American Executive Stationed Abroad, 9 N.C. J. INT'L COM. REG.
81 (1983); Kolvenbach, Codetermination in Germany, History and Practical Experience, 9
INT'L Bus. LAW. 163 (1981); Barringer, supra note 4, at 387-94.
154. A review of labor sections of ILT (reviews of Mexico, Egypt, Venezuela, and InTAX AVOIDANCE IN

donesia), supra note 5, provides a fairly representative sampling of such regulations.
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A common requirement is that a certain percentage of the employees
must be local nationals and that a certain percentage of the payroll be
paid to local national employees. 155 A broad range of conditions on initial
investment may give way to an even broader and more comprehensive
regulation of the employer-employee relationship as business expands or
the country develops. 156
Wages, hours, and other conditions of employment may differ significantly from company policy.15 7 These employment regulations must be
accepted as a condition of business in each country. One discontented
employee can create substantial problems for the business that chooses
to ignore local labor regulations. Companies must develop an appreciation
of different perspectives as well as sensitivities involved in the area of
local labor relations.
D. DISSOLUTION

Dissolution results from either an economic failure of the enterprise,
internal disputes that make business impractical or impossible, or the
determination that it would be advantageous to change the form of the
company. 158 In the case of the economic failure of the company, its dissolution will be dependent upon its form, the type of business, and guarantees of the parent company, bankruptcy or liquidation regulations, as
well as United States law. 159 Internal disputes place the parties in a nowin position where the dissolution is usually directed by court proceeding. 160 When the local partner or representative is particularly important,
the termination of the relationship could eliminate the company from the
market. Reorganization of a foreign business is no less complex. 16 1
155. See ILT (Mexico and Egypt-Labor Sections 19), supra note 5.
156. Legislation generally makes a distinction between sectors of economy and size of
the business in the application of labor laws. See, e.g., ILT (Labor Section), supra note 5.
Perhaps the most extreme example for Americans of "nontraditional" labor relations is
worker participation. Dowling, Human Resource Issues in InternationalBusiness, 13 SYRACUSE J. INT'L L. & COM. 255 (1986).
157. While wages are generally lower, legislative benefits may be substantially higher.
Benefits include thirteenth month salary (even fourteenth month), participation in net profits,
substantial job protection in layoffs, educational housing, insurance etc. For a review of
fifty-two countries, see ILT, supra note 5.
158. See generally Conrad, supra note 116.
159. For Bankruptcy, see generally J. DALHUISEN, DALHUISEN ON INTERNATIONAL INSOLVENCY AND BANKRUPTCY (1980). See also Bauwens, Belgium, 8 INT'L Bus. LAW. 250
(1980); Jeannin, France, 9 INT'L Bus. LAW. 31 (1981); Peltzer, Germany, 9 INT'L Bus.
LAW. 33 (1981); Reichenbach, Switzerland, 9 INT'L Bus. LAW. 5 (1981); Pehrson & Terr,
supra note 118; B. Unger, United States Recognition of Foreign Bankruptcies, 19 INT'L
LAW. 1153 (1985).
160. For English translation of a specific country's dissolution regulations, see CoMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE WORLD, supra note 126. For a brief summary, see DIGEST OF
COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE WORLD (G. Kohlik & E. Rovelstad eds. 1966).
161. See generally COMMERCIAL LAWS OF THE WORLD, supra note 126.
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Only after dissolution is complete can the ultimate determination of
company profitability be made. As a legal entity, a company has incurred
obligations not only to customers and third parties but liability to employees, departments of government, banks, and investment institutions
from the date of its registration. Dissolution of a company uncovers all
past errors. After a foreign company has been dissolved, the parent can
determine whether the operational, legal, and financial groups have performed their respective functions. The best approach to entering a foreign
market or organizing a company is to look at the decision to enter from
the perspective of the decision to leave the market.
V. Conclusion
The decision to enter a foreign country involves major considerations
apart from market conditions. The failure to evaluate or have an in-depth
understanding of legal parameters for doing business in a country can
ultimately undermine the profitability of an operation. Administrative burdens in complying with unanticipated regulations may doom the effort
from the beginning. While compliance with local tax, labor, and exchange
restrictions might result in unprofitability, failure to comply can result in
fines, suspension of business, or jail sentences. A company entering a
market must develop a sensitivity to how business is done in a particular
country so as to monitor the day-to-day changes affecting the business.
The significance and impact of such regulations or potential regulations
cannot be underestimated in planning to enter a new market.

